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Introduction

This document describes how to Configure Secure Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Survivable
Remote Site Telephony (SRST) on ISR4000 Series Router and Cisco Unified Communications
Manager (CUCM).

Contributed by Ankush Vijay, Cisco TAC Engineer.

Prerequisites

Requirements

Cisco recommends that you have knowledge of these topics:

   Cisco Unified Communications Manager (CUCM)

   Cisco Unified Survivable Remote Site Telephony (SRST)

   Transport Layer Security (TLS)



   Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP)

   Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)

   Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)

   User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

Components Used

CUCM: 10.5.2

SIP SRST version - Minimum 12.1 as per SRST Admin Guide

SRST Router: ISR 4451

CA Server: Tested on ISR 2921 and third party CA server.

Phones Tested: 78XX and 88XX

Platform Capacity and firmware requirements as per SRST Compatibility Matrix.

ISRG2 used as an IOS CA server (Same SRST gateway can also be used as an IOS CA server)

Caution: The information in this document was created from the devices in a specific lab
environment. All of the devices used in this document started with a cleared (default)
configuration. If your network is live, ensure that you understand the potential impact of any
command.

Overview on Secure SRST

Cisco Unified Secure SRST provides security features such as authentication, integrity, and media
encryption.

Authentication provides assurance to one party that another party is whom it claims to be.

Integrity provides assurance that the given data has not been altered between the entities.

Encryption implies confidentiality; that is, that no one can read the data except the intended
recipient. These security features allow privacy for Cisco Unified SRST voice calls and protect
against voice security violations and identity theft.

SRST security is achieved when:

End devices are authenticated through certificates.●

Signaling is authenticated and encrypted through Transport Layer Security (TLS) for TCP.●

A secure media path is encrypted through Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP).●

Certificates are generated and distributed by a Certificate Authority(CA)●

  

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cusrst/admin/sccp_sip_srst/configuration/guide/SCCP_and_SIP_SRST_Admin_Guide/srst_secure_sccp_and_sip.html#33775
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/voicesw/ps2169/products_device_support_tables_list.html


Background Information

Before this configuration, the CUCM must be tuned into Mix mode with security enable.

Phones must be registered as secure phones.

For Information on how to register phones with CUCM in secure mode, check IP Phone Security
and CTL

For Secure SIP SRST to be supported on Cisco 4000 Series Integrated Services Routers, enable
these technology package licenses on the router:

   security    uck9

Configuration Steps and Example

Step 1. Enable Http on SRST and CA server

                   ip http server

Step 2. Install Certificate from IOS based CA server or Third party CA Server

A)  IOS Based CA Server;

  

   Create Cisco IOS certificate server:●

1.    crypto pki serverCA-Name

2.    database level{minimal| names | complete}

minimal: Enough information is stored only to continue to issue new certificates without

conflict; this is the default.

names: In addition to the information given in the minimal level, the serial number and subject

name of each certificate are stored.

complete: In addition to the information given in the minimal and names levels, each issued

certificate is written to the database.

3.    database urlroot-url

The default location for the database entries to be written is flash; however, NVRAM is

recommended for this task.

4.    issuer-nameDN-string

      Eg: issuer-name CN= CA-Name

5.    grant auto

6.    no shutdown

https://community.cisco.com/t5/collaboration-voice-and-video/ip-phone-security-and-ctl-certificate-trust-list/ta-p/3116313#toc-hId--2138369775
https://community.cisco.com/t5/collaboration-voice-and-video/ip-phone-security-and-ctl-certificate-trust-list/ta-p/3116313#toc-hId--2138369775


  Autoenroll and Authenticate the SRST Router to the CA Server:●

1.    crypto pki trustpoint SRST-Trustpoint-Name

2.    enrollment url url

If the CA is on your router itself url would be http://router-ip-address

3.    revocation-check none

4.    rsakeypair keypair-label

5.    exit

6.    crypto pki authenticate SRST-Trustpoint-Name

Certificate has the following attributes:

Fingerprint MD5: 4C894B7D 71DBA53F 50C65FD7 75DDBFCA

Fingerprint SHA1: 5C3B6B9E EFA40927 9DF6A826 58DA618A BF39F291

% Do you accept this certificate? [yes/no]: y

Trustpoint CA certificate accepted.

crypto pki enroll SRST-Trustpoint-Name7.

% Start certificate enrollment ..

% Create a challenge password. You will need to verbally provide this



password to the CA Administrator in order to revoke your certificate.

For security reasons your password will not be saved in the configuration.

Please make a note of it.

Password:

Re-enter password:

% The fully-qualified domain name in the certificate will be: router.cisco.com

% The subject name in the certificate will be: router.cisco.com

% Include the router serial number in the subject name? [yes/no]: y

% The serial number in the certificate will be: D0B9E79C

% Include an IP address in the subject name? [no]: n

Request certificate from CA? [yes/no]: y

% Certificate request sent to Certificate Authority

% The certificate request fingerprint will be displayed.

% The 'show crypto pki certificate' command will also show the fingerprint.

Sep XX 00:41:55.427: CRYPTO_PKI: Certificate Request Fingerprint MD5: D154FB75

2524A24D 3D1F5C2B 46A7B9E4

Sep XX 00:41:55.427: CRYPTO_PKI: Certificate Request Fingerprint SHA1: 0573FBB2

98CD1AD0 F37D591A C595252D A17523C1

Sep XX 00:41:57.339: %PKI-6-CERTRET: Certificate received from Certificate Authority

B)  Third Party CA server

           Summary Steps:

 1.    crypto key generate rsa general-keys label SRST-Trustpoint-Name modulus 2048

 2.   Router(config)#crypto pki trustpoint srstca

      Router(ca-trustpoint)#enrollment terminal pem

      Router(ca-trustpoint)#subject-name CN=srstca

      Router(ca-trustpoint)#revocation-check none

      Router(ca-trustpoint)#rsakeypair cube



 3.  Crypto pki enroll srstca

           



     Provide the certificate to Third party CA.

 4.  CA provides the Signed Certificate as well as the Root CA Certificate  and any Intermediate

(subordinate) CA certificates if any.

 5.  Install Root CA cert;

              crypto pki authenticate srstca



6.  Install Signed cert from CA;

             crypto pki import srstca certificate



Step 3. Enable Credentials Service on the SRST Router:

SUMMARY STEPS:

1.    credentials

2.    ip source-address srst-router-ip  port 2445

3.    trustpoint SRST-trustpoint-name

Step 4. Import Phone Certificate Files in Privacy Enhanced Mail(PEM) Format
to the Secure SRST Router:

On CUCM , navigate to Cisco unified OS administration >Security > Certificate management



Download all certificates listed under CAPF-trust, include Cisco_Manufacturing_CA, Cisco_Root_CA_2048, CAP-RTP-001, CAP-RTP-002, CAPF, and
CAPF- xxx . Also download any CAPF- xxx certificates that are listed under CallManager-trust and not under CAPF-trust.

Confiure trustpoints for each of them on your SRST router. Ensure to give the trustpoint
name same as the .pem.

SUMMARY STEPS:

1.    crypto pki trustpointname

2.    revocation-check none

3.    enrollment terminal

4.    exit

5.    crypto pki authenticate name

Here copy all of the contents that appear between -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----and -----END
CERTIFICATE----- of the corresponding .pem file with a blank line at the end or the word quit  and
paste it on the terminal , press enter.



REPEAT this for all the trustpoints

Step 5. CUCM CONFIGS:

Add your SRST reference under system1.

Select the check box of Is SRST Secure?2.

For SIP Secure-SRST , don’t forget to change the port in your SRST reference as 5061.3.

Create a security profile for your phone under System>Security>Phone security profile.
Add this security profile to your phone under Device security profile.

4.

 

Select Update Certificate to verify the srst cert got populated on CUCM;5.



Step 6. SRST specific configs for your SRST router

A). Configure SIP SRTP for Encrypted Phones

SUMMARY STEPS:

1.    crypto pki trustpointname

2.    revocation-check none

3.    enrollment terminal

4.    exit

5.    crypto pki authenticate name

Note: Use srtp fallback if you want non srtp calls to work.

B). Configure SIP SRST Security Policy

SUMMARY STEPS:

1.    crypto pki trustpointname

2.    revocation-check none

3.    enrollment terminal

4.    exit

5.    crypto pki authenticate name

Sample Config

1.    crypto pki trustpointname

2.    revocation-check none

3.    enrollment terminal

4.    exit

5.    crypto pki authenticate name

Verify

Use this section to confirm that your configuration works properly.



If you used the Cisco IOS certificate server as your CA, use the show running-config command
to verify certificate enrollment or the show crypto pki server command to verify the status of the
CA server.

Summary Steps

1. show running-config

2. show crypto pki server

Router# show crypto pki server

Certificate Server srstcaserver:

Status: enabled

Server's configuration is locked (enter "shut" to unlock it)

Issuer name: CN=srstcaserver

CA cert fingerprint: AC9919F5 CAFE0560 92B3478A CFF5EC00

Granting mode is: auto

Last certificate issued serial number: 0x2

CA certificate expiration timer: 13:46:57 PST Dec 1 2021

CRL NextUpdate timer: 14:54:57 PST Jan 19 2019

Current storage dir: nvram

Database Level: Complete - all issued certs written as <serialnum>.cer

Use show sip-ua status registrar to verify registration

Troubleshoot

There is currently no specific troubleshooting information available for this configuration.

Related Information

SRST Admin Guide●

Technical Support & Documentation - Cisco Systems●

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cusrst/admin/sccp_sip_srst/configuration/guide/SCCP_and_SIP_SRST_Admin_Guide/srst_secure_sccp_and_sip.html#25332
http://www.cisco.com/cisco/web/support/index.html?referring_site=bodynav
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